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Appendix I Valorization 

Note: Different from a formal discussion on the academic way, I would like to write the 

valorization part into a story.  

5 years ago in 2014, when the first time I had a skype with Prof. Pilar Martinez, who was 

an assistant professor then,  and she said there was an ongoing project about detecting neuronal 

autoantibodies in psychiatric disorders in her group, I should have never imagined that one day, 

we would search those autoantibodies from neurological patients with psychiatric symptoms 

to psychosis, schizophrenia, bipolar, depression and anxiety! Nevertheless, now we found that 

a subgroup of patients with anxiety potentially had a relation to novel neuronal surface 

autoantibodies! At the beginning, I was fascinated immediately when Dr. Carolin Hoffmann, 

who was still a PhD student, and later became my colleague and one of my closest friend in 

Maastricht, explained me the hypothesis that there might be a subgroup of psychiatric patients 

who were actually caused by neuronal autoantibodies and thus could be treated by 

immunotherapy. As a resident in neurosurgery department, I personally faced the question that 

why some patients developed psychiatric symptoms after traumatic injury or head surgeries 

and never gave my patients a really satisfying answer. I knew the etiology of psychiatric 

disorders were so diverse and hard to clearly mapped. I thought, wow, this would be a chance 

to approve a direct causative of those sticky disorders, at least in some of them. Then I decided 

to come and gave a shot. In the second year in 2015, our first-round test of anti-NMDAR 

autoantibodies in psychosis turned out to be negative [1]. Still, I brought our idea to a famous 

hospital in Beijing to seek collaboration, I met Prof. Guan. He welcomed me well and gave me 

a lot of positive feedbacks including sharing their autoantibodies positive samples to us, which 

in the end did not work out because of the ethical rules. He also asked me a question which I 

remembered for a while: “Do you really think those autoantibodies could be found in purely 

psychiatric patients? You may go too far”. At that time, I said I was not sure.  

If we had a chance to go back to 12 years ago, when 2007, Prof. Dalmau described the first 

cases-series of NMDAR autoantibodies encephalitis [2], I guess at that moment, no one could 

imagine that his research was actually lightening the whole field of autoantibodies mediated 

central nervous disorders and followed by the discovery of more than 13 novel neuronal surface 

autoantibodies [3]! Autoimmune encephalitis is a rare disease. When we apply the concept of 

neuronal autoantibodies mediated disorder to psychiatric disorders, it is still a rare condition as 

indicated in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 as well as previous studies [4, 5]. Be as it may, it is 

already a solid fact of their existence. There is no second condition that ties psychology and 

neurology so close that specialists from both fields are working together to gain the knowledge 

about it and thus helping the patients. Some patients have already benefited from it and the 

trend of enclosing more input in research is going on. Another aspect is using those functional 

autoantibodies as a tool to study the basic biological changes in psychiatric disorders [6]. Those 

basic mechanism might be common in psychiatric patients without autoantibodies. In this way, 

not only the patients who have autoantibodies but all would benefit from it.  

Over the years, there are contradictories exist in this field as we described in Chapter 1, 

Chapter 2 and Chapter 3. One of the main possible reasons is the methodology problems. I 

worked years in developing and comparing the autoantibody detecting methods as showed in 

Chapter 4, Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 and deeply understand the method gaps exist between 

researchers, labs and countries. The development of new techniques is coming up but still needs 
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to be optimized, the communication between researchers is ongoing but still needs to boost and 

the barriers between countries have never been broken. Even though, I personally have seen 

lot of improvements already. Last November on a lancet summit, I asked Prof. Dalmau of the 

diagnostic value of Immunohistochemistry method he developed, which led the findings of all 

the novel neuronal autoantibodies in his group. He mentioned he always used this method in 

his lab for diagnosis and believed that it still was a very useful method in finding unknown 

autoantibodies [7]. I also met Prof. Guan there. Different from the opinion he gave years ago, 

his group brought 3 posters all of which gave a large space for psychiatric symptoms. He also 

wrote a letter to explain the pictographs of encephalitis in Chinese characters in Lancet 

Neurology this year [8]. He showed his social medium later that they actually worked very 

closely with psychiatrists from Beijing and tried to diagnose some anti-NMDAR encephalitis 

at the early stage. Another thing has to mention, their lab has already put anti-GAD65 tests in 

the routine neuronal autoantibody test panel which they did not perform before. What will be 

the future of other even rare neuronal autoantibodies that have not been covered by commercial 

kits? As we showed in current dissertation, before better methods developed, the tissue-based 

assay is still a good choice.  

All in all, as a novel field, our current research takes out the first step. It emphasizes the 

importance of continuously studying autoimmunity in neuropsychiatric disorders, the 

comparing between methods and developing new techniques as well as the communicating 

between researchers, researchers to clinicians and societies. Still there are many confusions 

that need to be clarified in the future. It would be of great that we look back 10 years later and 

I am looking forward to it!  
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